play like an improvised solo

Good Old Times  Allegro $\frac{1}{4}=120$  With movement

Slow $\frac{1}{4}=70$  Mysteriously
Enjoy the dissonances!

Jazz Ballad  
Celebrating Kurt Weill  
Play subtone & vibrato

Dramatically

Andante  \( \text{q} = 88 \)  
Think classical
Celebrating Kurt Weill
Don't play pretty!
Clarinet Marmalade

Romantically $\frac{d}{2} = 72$

Say hello to Mr. Mendelssohn

Friendly

mf

mp

cresc.
Epilog  Allegro $\frac{1}{4}=120$  With strong rhythm

Oldtime Jazz $\frac{1}{4}=120$  Fast, Hot & Funny